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GIFTING WITH GIVEBACK
REMARKABLE AMENITY EXPERIENCES

Delivering a combination of unique story-worthy 
products, engaging brand ambassadors, and a turn-key 
process with meaningful CSR initiatives to elevate your 

overall guest experience.



wet 
paint
group

Organization Overview 

Wet Paint Group was founded in 2012 with the vision to elevate the overall guest experience at corporate 
events and meetings. The Founders, Dana and Doug Chorpenning, offer over 40 years of combined experience in 
the hospitality events industry with their employees adding an additional 60 years of event management 
experience. As a result of producing hundreds of events, they recognized that there was an opportunity to bring 
new brands to organizations that thought they were limited to "everyday" merchandise. Consequently, Dana's 
idea emerged to offer unique gifting solutions with an emphasis on gifts that have an associated charitable 
contribution. This has since become the company's slogan: Gifting with a Give Back. 

Most of Wet Paint Group's clients are Fortune 500 companies seeking innovative gifting ideas that excite 
their high-value guests. With a consultative approach to our clients, Wet Paint Group supports this niche not only 
by sourcing a II gifts with intention, integrity, and sustainability, but also through Gifting with a Give Back. A 
portion of proceeds from each gift through Wet Paint Group goes back to a non-profit organization. Wet Paint 
Group's non-profit partners include The Special Operators Transition Foundation (SOTF), The Sudara Freedom 
Fund, One Tree Planted, The Cleveland Clinic's Cole Eye Institute, and many more. 

Noteable industry participation, accreditations and recognitions: 

• Host Global Excellence in Hospitality, 2019 
• WEBENC Accredidation, 2020, 2021, 2022, 2023 
• Guardian Group Seal for Recognizing and Reporting Human Trafficking, 2021 
• Entrepreneur Organization (EO) Member, 2021, 2022, 2023 
• Entrepreneur Organization (EO) New Member of the Year, 2021 
• Smart Women in Meetings Award, 2022 
• Smart Meetings Magazine Feature, 2017 & 2023 
• Founding member of SITE Mountain West Chapter 

6
GUARDIAN 

GROUP' 

Smart meetings
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GIFTING WITH GIVEBACK

We know how challenging it can be to find the “right” gift  
for your high-touch events. wet paint group was  created 
out of necessity by a team of meeting/incentive industry 
veterans to provide fresh amenity ideas to our peers.

In addition to offering unique brands that punctuate 
your event with “Wow!” moments, we are passionate 
about giving back to the  community through various 
CSR initiatives. We  call it “Gifting with Giveback!” By 
connecting the right gift with a greater purpose, your 
guests will not only appreciate the thought behind 
the experience, but more importantly, will have an  
emotional connection to the entire event messaging. 
The gift becomes a vehicle to  share the story and inspire 
attendees to make  significant contributions to both the 
host organization and the world around them.

Dana Chorpenning
Founder & CEO 

Doug Chorpenning
Founder & CVO 

Click here to experience 
remarkable!

https://vimeo.com/294437856
https://vimeo.com/294437856
https://vimeo.com/294437856
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CSR | CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

Our Gifting with Giveback philosophy enhances the  
meaning behind your gift experience by combining  
unique amenity selections with a greater purpose  and 
social responsibility. By partnering with wet  paint group, 
you not only offer your guests a remarkable experience, 
you also contribute to a  variety of global charitable 
initiatives. We  intentionally align with brands that value  
community service and support-worthy causes. With 
wet paint, you are not buying a product, or even a gift, 
but instead, an experience that keeps giving long after 
the event is over. 

Through intentional messaging, we strive to connect on 
a  deeper level and help inspire attendees to take  action. 
Your gift will remind attendees of your  thoughtfulness, 
your message, and the overall trip  experience. Our 
professional staff work with you to  align your amenity 
and event objectives with the  appropriate CSR initiative 
creating a memorable  experience. A portion of the 
proceeds from each gift experience will be contributed to 
the  brand’s respective philanthropic partner or wet paint 
group’s designated charitable partner if no giveback 
organization is tied to the brand directly. 

JEFFREY KEITH

Founder + CEO Guardian Group

This is to certify that

GUARDIAN SEAL® TRAINING

 By completing this training on how to recognize and respond to human trafficking, this individual is helping ensure

their business is not being used for the exploitation of women and children. We are pleased to recognize you for

your corporate social responsibility and accomplishment in taking a strong stance against human trafficking.

has completed the

on

WET PAINT GROUP

December 21 , 2021

NATHAN PRUSSIAN

Chief Operating Officer

Nathan Prussian

wet paint group is proud to partner with Guardian 
Group to be “Guardain Seal” certified. Guardian Group’s 
mission is to prevent and disrupt the sex trafficking 
of women and children while enabling partners to 
identify victims and predators in the United States. 
Guardian Group offers a “Guardian Seal” Training that 
wpg is proud to hold and recommend to all. Please 
ask us how your team can take this training and help 
protect yourself, your loved ones, and your community.

WPG VALUE | INTEGRITY
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Service Offerings Overview 

Whether activating an on-site experience, virtual marketplace, or post-event drop-ship, our gifting 
experiences are highly memorable through the products and stories offered as well as through our high-touch 
customer service. Our Saless and Operations teams possess the skills and expertise to effectively deliver truly 
remarkable gifting experiences. Through our proven process, we provide a seamless white-glove service that 
ensures best in class fulfillment. 

In the midst of the COVID-19 pandemic, Wet Paint Group strategically created a proprietary online 
platform (Boutique Street) where we develop custom virtual marketplaces for our clients to provide an seamless 
merchandise solution. This ecommerce innovation has expanded our ability to service the corporate market 
beyond incentive-based travel by generating a one-stop-shop for B2B recognition solutions and company stores. 

Our Program Managers are highly trained in both domestic and international shipping practices. We work 
closely with our international shipping/logistics partner to provide all appropriate documentation/instructions and 
keep our clients notified of all progress. 

We look forward to showcasing our "Best in Class" on-site Brand Ambassador team. We only recruit 
hospitality professionals that reflect our core values and go "above and beyond" to deliver exceptional 
personalized service. 

Event Examples 

While each wpg gifting experience is unique and meaningful, here are examples of a few featured 
experiences-Reva Sunglasses, Tunes & Towel, Bukaty Live Art, Sustainable Bag Bar, Paint it Forward (CSR), and 
SurfShak 
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PROVEN PROCESS

intrigue Our amenity brands are carefully curated 
by our leadership team. We  only offer products 
found in small boutiques or with limited distribution. 

Our brands  will not be commonly found at everyday 
retailers or big box stores. Your executive  level 
guests have the buying power to purchase whatever 
they desire, so we offer  brands that evoke intrigue. 
Brands with cache and exclusivity. This sets the stage 
for  what we like to call “Now, that’s cool!” moments.

immerse: While each of our gifts are unique and 
intriguing, we lean into the  production of our gift 
experiences in ways that touch all of the senses and 

tug at  emotions. Whether a boutique style marketplace 
or a beach party scene, the  experience atmosphere 
immerses your guests in the story behind the brand 
and  give-back initiative. Our on-site brand ambassadors 
effortlessly engage with  each guest and share the 
narrative of the event, each gift, and why it is special.  When 
attendees understand the “why”, they are more likely to 
recognize they are  part of something truly remarkable.

inspire: Through a deep emotional experience, we 
are able to activate the event  message and inspire 
each guest. The gift or amenity serves as the conduit 

to transport  your attendees back to the experience, 
reminding them of the event, message and  location 
long after the event’s conclusion. It serves as recognition 
of the past and fuel  for the future. This is the true 
value of the gift, inspiring your guests to invest and  
contribute to both the company and social agenda in a 
meaningful way, a GIFT WITH A  GREATER PURPOSE.

Our process is based on a simple 
formula that maximizes the over-
all impact of each experience - 
INTRIGUE. IMMERSE. INSPIRE.



OUR BRANDS

We deliver premier boutique brands to your event
and create a lively and engaging atmosphere
where attendees can sample, shop, try on, and
walk away with the perfect gift item. With our
product experts, we can help you craft the perfect
combination of items with your event objectives in
mind.

Whether you select wooden watches, Hari Mari
footwear, our live performance artist, or Revo
sunglasses for your event, we’ll combine any or all of
our brands to make the entire experience exciting and
engaging from beginning to end. From initial contact to
post-event wrap-up, working with wet paint group
means working with the experts!
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ANNIKA SORENSTAM IN RELAY
DECORATED LGPA MEDALIST

BODE MILLER IN ALPINE | REVO BLACK
OLYMPIC & WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP 

SKIING GOLD MEDALIST

Revo is the original performance sunglass. Adored  by a 
near cult-following, Revo is known for premium  quality, 
with lens technology developed by NASA as  solar pro-
tection for satellites. With a wide variety of  lens colors, 
frame designs and ever-evolving style  collections, long-
time followers and new fans alike  demand Revo as their 
sunglass of choice.

Revo is known as the original performance sunglass 
and is trusted by elite athletes  who depend on precision 
eyewear under extreme conditions. When you choose the 
Revo Experience, wet paint group experts will provide a 
dynamic eyewear experience, where your attendees will 
enjoy choosing from a variety of stylish sunglasses.

THEOFFERED EXCLUSIVELY

EXPERIENCE

BY WET PAINT GROUP

Revo believes in the importance of giving back and, 
as an independent American brand, we focus on 
supporting the communities in which we operate and 
where our fans live and work.  

Revo has a long-term partnership with the Cleveland 
Clinic’s Cole Eye Institute, one of the world’s most 
advanced eye centers. Revo provides services and 
funding for a number of Institute initiatives including a 
mobile van offering eye exams and glasses to children.

From elite athlete golf swings and ski runs to your executive outing or virtual gift, make tracks with your 
next gift of Revos sure to be a hole-in-one win with your event attendees or virtual gifting recipients. 

GIVE BACK | 

WPG VALUE | REMARKABILITY
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THE EXPERIENCE

• Multiple Frame Styles

• Turnkey Production & Fulfillment

• On-Site Brand Ambassadors

THE EXPERIENCE | STYLESHEET

• Ample Inventory to Accommodate Guests’ Selections

• Immersive Boutique Experience

• Giveback to the Clevland Clinic Cole Eye Institute
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THE EXPERIENCE | STYLESHEET

“Our program attendees loved receiving REVO sunglasses as a reward gift. The 

items shipped for display made an appealing sunglass gifting station. We loved 

the Bluetooth speaker which provided tunes for our event!

Thank you!”   
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THE EXPERIENCE | STYLESHEET

WPG VALUE | HELL YEAH! ATTITUDE

Select 12 styles of this VIP collectoin featuring Revo Crystal 

and Revo Black. Revo Crystal Glass Lenses features NASA 

lens tech mirror coatings with unparalleled polarized 

protection. Revo Black is a revolutionary new sunglass 

collection with exclusive materials, lighter-than-air frames, 

and light-adaptive photochromic lenses.   



ORE USA 

Shwood sunglasses are hand-crafted and reflect 
a dedication to showcasing the natural splendor 
of the materials from which they are made. 

Every process, from veneering and precision lens 
cutting, to shaping & finishing, is conducted by the 
hands of skilled artisans in the Portland, Oregon 
based Shwood shop. The result is something 
unique. Something fresh. Something truly 
remarkable. 

Embrace the Shwood experience, where style meets 
sustainability, and the planet benefits with each 
purchase. Shwood Sunglasses are not just a fashion 
statement; they are a commitment to environmental 
stewardship. Proudly affiliated with 1 % for the Planet, a 
global network dedicated to addressing the most 
urgent environmental challenges, Shwood ensures that 
1 % of its gross annual sales contribute to 
environmental nonprofits. 

SHWOOD SHOP EXPERIENCE INCLUDES ... 

• Multiple Frame Styles
• Turnkey Production & Fulfillment
• On-Site Brand Ambassadors
• Ample Inventory to Accommodate Guests'

Selections lmmersive Boutique Experience
• Giveback to The Planet
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The mixed materials of the CAMP collection merge 
together to achieve the perfect blend of rugged 
durability and sustainable style at an unbeatable 
price. Attendees have a blast trying on fresh, fun 
styles of CAMP sunglasses with varieties of styles for 
men and women alike.

WPG VALUE | INTEGRITY
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EXPERIENCE A GIFT IN MOTION 

JOHN BUKATY 
LIVE EVENT ARTIST

An elite and dynamic live event artist, John 
Bukaty paints at concerts, corporate events and 

public gatherings of all kinds. Watch as John 
captures the  energy of your event, right before 

your eyes, incorporating the setting, theme, and  
atmosphere. After the event concludes, each  

guest receives a smaller, signed and numbered 
print or giclee, of the original live art piece to 

hang in their own home or office reminding them 
of the experience.

MEET JOHN BUKATY...
Click here to learn more

WPG VALUE | RESPECTFULNESS

https://vimeo.com/294437856
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PROCESS
After years of capturing the “vibe” of hundreds of 
corporate events, John has developed a best in class 
proprietary  creative process that ensures spectacular 
results.
Step 1: John will present 3 distinct sketches to client 
based on event objectives and location. After client  
direction is given John takes over as the artist to create 
a remarkable painting capturing the moment and  
message.
Step 2: The Big Event — watch John transform his 
canvass at the event experience.  Step 3: Print, Package 
and Deliver — signed, numbered, framed and gift 
wrapped.

DELIVERY OPTIONS
24 Hour – Within 24 hours the live painting is transformed 
through our proprietary process into a framed print  
package, professionally gift wrapped and available to 
your guests. 20% Rush Fee Applied
Standard – Within 2 weeks from the event a professionally 
gift wrapped and framed print will be available to be  
shipped directly to each of your guests.

PRICING & INCLUSIONS

- 36”x36” Original Acrylic Painting, Hand Signed and
numbered by Artist

- All Prints, Limited Edition, Hand Signed and
numbered by Artist

- All Prints Archival Quality
- Professionally Gift Wrapped
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Surf Shak
Outfit your guests with beach essentials with your very own on-site Surf Shak. 

This experience is a collection of cohesive products inspired by the vibrant 
colors and cultures of sun and surf destinations. Live like a local! 

Surf Shak Base Options:

1. Crazy Shirts, Wallaroo Hats, & 
Flojos Sandals.

2. Tori Richard Shirts & Pareos, 
Wallaroo Hats, & Flojos 
Sandals.

The Surf Shak Experience proudly 
supports the Sudara Freedom Fund. 
The Sudara Freedom Fund supports 
job creation efforts, training, and 
essential wraparound services for 
women avoiding or escaping from 
slavery and sex trafficking in India.

WPG VALUE | SERVANT LEADERSHIP
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THE SURF SHAK EXPERIENCE

Crazy Shirts, Wallaroo Hats 
& Flojos Sandals
» On-site Brand Ambassadors

» Surf Shak Boutique (20’ x 20’ space required)
» Crazy Shirts - 1 Pima / 2 Crew Cotton T-shirt

designs (men / women)
» Wallaroo Hats (4 ladies’ / 4 men’s choices)

» Flojos Sandals (3 men’s and 3 ladies’) to choose
from.

» On-site Brand Ambassadors
» Surf Shak Boutique (20’x20’ space required)
» Choice of 3 Shirt Styles (men) + 3 Pareo Styles

(ladies)
» Wallaroo Hats (4 ladies’/4 men’s choices)

» Flojos Sandals (3 men’s and 3 ladies’) to choose
from. 

Tori Richard, Wallaroo 
Hats & Flojos Sandals

THEN ADD ANY OR A COMBINATION OF THESE ENHANCEMENTS 
TO MAKE IT SHAKKA STYLE! 

SunBum Sunscreen Day Tripper
Dock & Bay Sand-Free Towel

Bindle Water Bottle
Melin Hats

Ginko Selfie Speaker
Topo Hip Pack

IceMule Classic Mini
CAMP Sunglasses

Eno DoubleNest Hammock
Muzen OTR Speaker

Mavis Hannah Beach Tote
Revo Sunglasses
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POPULARSHAK OPTIONS

Totes 
& 

Tops

Tunes 
& 

Towels

Shirts 
& 

Shoes

Mavis By Herrera

Hannah Tote

Wallaroo Hats

Muzen Audio
OTR Speaker

Dock & Bay
Sand Free Towel

Flojos
Sandals

Crazy Shirts
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Crazy Shirts offers high-quality, environmentally 
conscious, T-shirts and board shorts. As a 
staple in the Surf Shak Experience, these 
colorful, and artistic pieces stand out and 
are extremely practical for tropical events!

Crazy Shirts is incredibly proud to support 
their local chapters of The Humane Society 
and The Susan G. Komen Foundation.

Make it destination 
themed!

Below are just a few samples of the multitude of 
destination-specific artwork to choose from with Crazy 
Shirts. See below and ask your sales executive for even 

more examples!

Costa Rica Florida

CaliforniaHawaii

Mexico

Carribbean

WPG VALUE | ACCOUNTABILITY
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Manufactured in Honolulu, Tori Richard has 
been leading the resort wear industry in 
design and practices for over 60 years. Their 
commitment to style, comfort, and Eco-friendly 
practices makes Tori Richard an outstanding 
gift for your guests. Enjoy a variety of resort 
wear choices when you choose Tori Richard.

Choosing the Tori Experience will support the 
Sudara Freedom Fund. The Sudara Freedom 
Fund supports job creation efforts, training, 
and essential wraparound services for 
women avoiding 
or escaping from 
slavery and sex 
trafficking in India.

Men's Shirts

Women's Pareos
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Founded in 1999 in Boulder, Colorado, by Stephanie Carter 
and Lenya Shore, their goal has been to craft fashionable 
and functional hats that make you look and feel great—
and provide maximum sun protection. They also believe 
in giving back by supporting organizations fighting skin 
cancer, and to the planet, with socially responsible eco-
friendly practices. 

Launched in August 2015, Dock & Bay has grown up fast 
(something the founders never did!) We set out to create 
the ultimate quick dry beach towel, and now we make not 
only that, but a range of innovative, high quality, affordable 
and sustainable products that our customers can’t seem 
to get enough of - thanks by the way!

Wallaroo donates 1% of profits to 
organizations undertaking skin cancer 
research, prevention, and education in 
the United States.

Whale and Dolphin Conservation are a flippin' awesome 
charity striving for a world where every whale and dolphin is 

safe and free. They're fighting to 
end captivity, stop whaling and 
create healthy seas, a cause 
we're truly passionate about.

Women's Styles Men's Styles Unisex Styles
Scrunchie Outpack Palm Beach

Justin

Logan

Gabe

Tahiti Cowboy

Sedona

• Quick dry - 3 times faster than a standard
cotton towel

• Won't collect damp smells
• Compact & lightweight - easy to hang around

the home
• Super absorbent - the perfect travel towel
• Sand won't stick at the beach
• Elastic hook - to hang it out to dry
• Handy pouch included
• Made from 83% Polyester, 17% Polyamide

Sand-Free Quick Dry Towel
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ETHICALLY CRAFTED BY HAND,  NOT MACHINES.

We are a revolution of independent-minded souls, 
absolutely brave and united by freedom. We are 
passionate to reduce plastic pollution, empower 
individuals and to create a sustainable impact in every 
bag made. We believe in creating a handbag as a force 
of good that is not harmful to our environment and 
empowers others to do good in this world. We advocate 
for women, entrepreneurs and kids with a socioeconomic 
disadvantage. We want everyone to see the beauty in this 
world and live a life with love and dignity.

Shoes for Stars 
started with the idea to 
empower kids living in a 
disadvantaged community 
with a new pair of shoes 
painted by someone else. 
The idea is to empower 
every child by letting them 
know that they matter in 
this world. 

Less Pollution Convertible Handbag

Hannah Tote Bag

Bella Clutch Purse

The Ethical Tote Bag

Elysian Crossbody Bag

Briller Small Crossbody Purse

Meraki Palm Leaf Bag

WPG VALUE | INTEGRITY
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Established in 2018 and based in Pasadena, CA, 
MUZEN AUDIO INC is a company focusing on 
building well designed, patented, reliable, and 
portable, speaker companions that make your 
lifestyle more enjoyable.

MUZEN, as an audio brand attaching equal 
importance to aesthetics and technology, was 
launched by a group of sophisticated audio designers 
working in the field of audio technology for nearly 40 
years in MUZEN AUDIO.

When you choose a Muzen product, a portion of the 
proceeds will go toward The Sudara Freedom Fund. 
The Sudara Freedom Fund supports job creation 
efforts, training, and essential wraparound services 
for women avoiding or escaping from slavery and sex 
trafficking in India.
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MG20 Wireless 
Executive / Gaming 
Headphones

MW65 Active 
Noise-Cancelling 
Wireless Headphones

MH40  
Over-Ear Headphones

MA770
Wireless Speaker

MW08
Active Noise-Cancelling Earphones

Brilliant sound and design motivate everything we do. We have a deep 
passion for building beautifully crafted, technically sophisticated sound 
tools. Designed to be modern yet timeless, our headphones, earphones and 
speakers utilize only the finest materials and are engineered to last, creating 
the perfect balance of aesthetics, strength, comfort and exceptional sound. 

Since 2014, we’ve partnered with Harlem Village Academies (“HVA”) High, a 
public charter school in Harlem and part of the five-school HVA network, to 
support their arts and music programs. Our contributions 
established HVA High’s foundational art program, 
offering 2D and 3D art classes in the high school, and our 
headphones allow students to do greater independent 
and small group work in their music classes.

LSTN was founded with a singular purpose: to change lives through the 
power of music. For every purchase of a LSTN product, proceeds are 
donated to provide hearing aids to a person in need through Starkey 

Hearing Foundation.

The Troubadour 2.0 The Palladium The Satellite 2.0
The Beacon 2.0

Smart Diffuser Lamp

Smart Book Light

Mi Square Pocket 
Bluetooth Speaker

Smart Moon Lamp

Drum Light Speaker
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Unisex Styles

Women's Styles

Men's Styles

Shinola watches are high-end, hand-crafted, 
timepieces that make a statement. Established in 
Detroit, Michigan, Shinola was founded on the belief 
that products should be well made and built to last. 
Across a growing number of categories, Shinola 
stands for skill at scale, the preservation of craft and 
the beauty of industry.

Since opening in 2012, Shinola has created over 
500 jobs in the USA and UK. Choosing the Shinola 
Experience means gifting beautiful craftsman 
timepieces and preserving manufacturing jobs in 
America.

Sea Creatures Collection

New to the Detrola family: A 40mm, 10 ATM sport 
watch inspired by critters of the deep sea—and built 
from ocean bound plastic that used to threaten 
them.

We crafted this watch’s case and strap from 
#tide ocean material® granules and yarn, made 
from 100% ocean-bound plastic waste. Every Sea 
Creature is living proof that single-use plastics can 
and should have a second life. Just not in the ocean.

Create-Your-Own Detrola 

Our all-new "Create-Your-Own-
Detrola is an immersive experience 
where attendees get to select 
their personalized band color with 
a premiuem Detrola watch face. 
Customize a classic with this fun 
new on-site amenity experience!

41 mm Runwell 
Slate Blue / Tan

41 mm Runwell 
Green/Tan

38 mm Vinton
Black/Stainless

47 mm Runwell 
Black/Black

47 mm Runwell 
White/Tan

47 mm Runwell 
Midnight Blue/Grizzly

34 mm Birdy
Silver/Silver Bracelet

38 mm Birdy
Pearl/Double wrap 
reversible bourbon

38 mm Vinton
Ivory/Champagne

WPG VALUE | REMARKABILITY

The Beacon 2.0
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Our Mission at Revival by Martin & Co. is to redefine 
what a watch should be. We want to create change not 
only in how a watch looks and feels but also in what it 
signifies. The value of a watch is not being able to tell 
how much time has passed, but in being aware of the 
need to make that time count.

Our company goal is to promote unity, health, 
mindfulness, clarity and flow. Our timepieces are not 
just about buying a product it's about stepping toward a 
lifestyle change. Achieving optimal balance and health. 

Movement, flow and harmony. Taking that first step 
and commitment to help ourselves and others.

Our passion and desire to help others has been our 
inspiration and motivating force behind our company. 
We recognize the immediate need for clean drinking 
water and sanitation in our world, so we have partnered 
with WaterAid Canada and SickKids Foundation. 
Moments are bigger than minutes and every purchase 
makes an impact and will help to transform lives!
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The Topo Designs MAP 
Pact initiative is designed to 
ensure the simple concept to 
maintain, act, and protect our 
communities. 
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ENO continues to grow and thrive in Asheville, NC 
and is not only committed to the design of innovative 
products, but also to being invested members 
of the local and global community by supporting 
organizations that are preserving and protecting our 
public lands.  As a 1% for the Planet member, ENO 
commits to giving 1% of their annual sales to support 
nonprofit organizations focused on the environment, 
and through a partnership with Trees for the Future 
ENO plants 2 trees for every hammock sold.

WPG VALUE | ACCOUNTABILITY
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Dune Jewelry is The Original Beach Sand Jewelry 
Company,® founded by Holly Daniels Christensen 

bringing you Experiential Jewelry® from around 
the world. We use sand and other elements from 

your favorite beach, trail, ballpark, mountaintop, golf 
course and more to create a unique line of collectible 

jewelry with meaning that captures your favorite 
memories & awakens your inner adventurer. 

Dune is dedicated to making the world around us a 
better place. We have partnered with and support 
a number of amazing organizations including the 

Surfrider Foundation, The Association to Preserve 
Cape Cod, Joslin Diabetes Center, SMILE Mass, 

HOPE for Ariang and others.

Louise Bentley Jewelry With Purpose is a woman-
owned fashion jewelry company founded to bring 
beauty and style to women of all ages. Established 
in 2020 by college best friends, Cynthia Horsman 
Steeble and Katy Wright Everett, Louise Bentley 
Jewelry With Purpose curates on trend yet timeless 
jewelry.

 Because giving back has always been important 
to Cynthia and Katy, Louise Bentley Jewelry With 
Purpose is committed to donating a portion of its 
profits to organizations that support women in crisis 
and transition.
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VIRTUAL MARKETPLACE

Your Company 
or Program logo

Brands for Your 
Gifting Experience

Upload Custom 
Images

Your Custom 
Welcome 

Message Here

Easy and 
Secure 
Checkout

Welcome to Your Custom Virtual Marketplace!

" We worked with Wet Paint Group to create our Virtual 
Marketplace. It was fun, easy, and our customers loved it! 
Thank you Wet Paint Group for providing this solution to 
our challenge of staying connected during the pandemic. "
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VIRTUAL MARKETPLACE
Custom branded virtual marketplace with your company or program logo, themed background, and welcome message.

Password protected redemption code in which only your attendees have access to the marketplace.

User-friendly interface with a step-by-step guide for choosing amenities.

A confirmation email that lets your attendee know their order has been properly submitted. 

Order fulfillment and shipment tracking confirmation to each attendee.

Follow up email to ensure the amenity was received and meets expectations.

Easy Steps to Your Custom Virtual Gifting Platform...

Watch to Learn More Try it out yourself on our Demo Site

Step 1: Select your gift items.

Step 2: Provide your custom 
logo, colors, marketplace URL, 
and welcome message.

Step 3: We work our magic 
building your perfect gifting 
platform. 

Step 4: Preview, testing, & 
tweaks.

Step 5: Launch and enjoy. 

https://vimeo.com/435798718
https://wpggoodvibesdemo.com/


Testimonials

We have worked with Wet Paint Group for the last several years. Coordinating an incentive program can
be challenging at times and, as such, we like to align ourselves with partners who A) make the process
seamless for us. B) provide gifting options that will be well received by our attendees and fit within our
budgeted guidelines and C) support our desire to always be thinking about our impact to the community
and alignment to our values. With each item that we have selected for our gifting program, there is
always some form of “give back” element and we love that. Whether it be food insecurity, sustainability,
vision services, cancer awareness, 

“Just wanted to say thank you for all the help with this! Your on-site
staff were awesome and the client loved it! Looking forward to seeing
everyone rocking their new Revos. I will be presenting Wet Paint as a
vendor option at our next AE Sales call.” 

“wet paint group has been wonderful to work with. Their team helped us prepare
for our event and find great gift options for our guests. We loved that we were

able to offer our guests with an assortment of gifts to choose from with one thing
special in common: they give back”.

— Logan McGivern, Equitable Advisors

— Michael Burke, The Hanover Insurance Group

— John Sweeney, HALO



Testimonials

“Everything was wonderful! Our client loved the hats and so did the guests, they
were such a big hit and your staff was wonderful. Very personable and
professional. They did a wonderful job at making the tables really come to life with
décor and the guest interactions for each experience. Thank you again for
everything and I look forward to working with you again in the future!”

“Your team was seriously amazing!! It was a great event! We have
received nothing but positive feedback from the gifting experience. Our
recipients loved the giveback component. It was great working with
you – already thinking of ideas for next year!”

“Hope you’ve had a chance to rest after the marathon gifting experience you guys
pulled off. You were amazing! Thanks again for all your hard work – the feedback

from our attendees has been off the charts!”

— Karen Hock, Cincinnati Insurance

— Jennifer Yager, PRA

— Erica Williams, Indiana Farm Bureau Insurance



THANKYOU! 
What a GIFT to see you here at the end. Thank you for helping us make our 

"splash" giving back! 
-Doug & Dana Chorpenning

B info@wetpaintgroup.com

m (120) 693-s111

A www.wetpaintgroup.com
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https://www.facebook.com/wetpaintgroupllc
https://www.instagram.com/wetpaintgroup/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/wetpaintgroup/
mailto:info@wetpaintgroup.com
http://www.wetpaintgroup.com/



